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Style : Americana 

Rate (1-5) :  
 
New York based singer Songwriter, Deborah Lombardi impressed many audiences with her beautiful and passionate voice, as well as with 
her multi-instrumental talents on piano & guitar. Being featured on TV with here songs, having received honourable mentions with a song in 
the Annual Billboard song writing contest and ended up as first runner up in the VH1 song of the year contest in 2006, Deborah felt she was 
ready for a next level in here career, recording On the Fringe! 
 
Eleven songs are featured on this debut of her, ranging from ballads to acoustic folk rock. Self penned twangy country/folk songs are to be 
found on this album that is reminiscent to Stevie Nicks. Especially "on the Fringe", the title track of this album is one of those. "My Dog's 
Life" is another great tune. A mixture of folk, country and pop with incredible sharp lyrics. The lyrics are rather important by Deborah 
Lombardi, unfortunately they are not included in the booklet. (My press kit however did have a copy of the lyrics, for which I'm grateful) 
Agoraphobia is another on of those tracks witch you should listen to with the lyrics on hand. On the opening track, "City Limits", Deborah 
takes on some Alt.Country vibes, that are certainly not to be missed and will please fans of the Jayhawks and assorted outfits. While Keep 
Lookin' is going a totally different direction, it is still a track that need to be listen to, over and over. 
 
Deborah Lombardi is certainly going to break through, no matter what! Her vocal abilities are so good and while I mentioned already Stevie 
Nicks from Fleetwood Mac as comparison, I might also add Chrissie Hynde, Tori Amos andLucinda Williams to that. This debut of her is 
without doubt one of the better Americana Albums of 2006! One that need to be heard for sure. To obtain your copy of this album go to the 
Deborah Lombardi site & order it now. 
 
Mr Blue Boogie 
 


